
     I have spent the last several weekends of my life in the magical land of Thedas.  In the form of an elf 

warrior, I lead my companions through the quests and stories that make up the world of Dragon Age: 

Inquisition.   

     Released by Bioware in late November last year, the game came out conveniently for the PC, the 

newest gen systems (Playstation 4 and Xbox one), and the slightly older ones.  Being a poor college 

student who is already planned to drop $50 on the game itself, I elected to play on the Playstation 3.   

     Upon starting the game, I was impressed by the levels of character creation – a player can customize 

the face of their avatar from the ruddiness of their face to the amount of stubble or make-up they wear.  

However, the drawbacks were also apparent; characters were limited to one body size and shape, and 

only given a choice of two voices.  As it turns out, the player character is also only given one back story 

per race – a step down from the many options of Dragon Age: Origins, the first game in the series.   

     The first 20 or so minutes of the game is spent on a tutorial, integrated rather nicely into the plot of 

the story.  Like any other western-style RPG, the controls are fairly simple and the battle system is 

straight forward.  New add-ons to the tried and true system include a jump function (finally!) and a 

battle cam, which allows the player to take a bird’s eye view of the field and choose the actions and 

movements of his or her team one at a time in an almost JRPG style.  It makes fighting dragons just a 

touch easier. 

     As in all Dragon Age games, the story is multifaceted and enthralling.  Inquisition deals with an 

overarching, world-wide threat, while at the same time forcing the character to play along with the 

political conflicts of the world around them.  Each choice the character makes not only affects the player 

character and their party, but the whole world.  By the end of the game, the player is left with an 

updated “world state” – the way the world is left, now that the player character has had their grubby 

little hands on it.  The story is like a spider web, each strand a choice.  Or, if you will, like real life.   

     And then there are the supporting characters.  Oh the supporting characters.  If there’s one thing 

Bioware never fails to deliver on, it’s characters.  The cast of teammates in this game is incredible, all of 

them unique and interesting with character depth galore.  I, for one, fell in love with The Iron Bull.  The 

majority of these characters are romance options, and not all of them are strictly heterosexual.  The 

drawback to this is that in a prior game (Dragon Age 2), everyone was a romance option regardless of 

sex, leaving the set up in Inquisition feeling wanting.   

      If a player is using a higher gen gaming system or a PC with a hot enough graphics card, the graphics 

in Dragon Age: Inquisition are breathtaking.  If not, then average is the name of the game.  

Environments are varied and pretty, but the game was made for better technology, and playing it on a 

PS3 made that apparent.  However, even with that being said, I have never played a game that 

graphically glitches as much as this.  Textures on both characters and environments load slowly, and 

sometimes not at all, hair is often incredibly metallic and shiny, legs sometimes don’t move and a player 

ends up scooting along the ground rather than walking, among other small glitches.  It doesn’t detract 

too much from the overall experience, but it can be bothersome to start the game, then wait for the rest 

of the environment to load around you as your character floats in a gray ether.   

   Overall, there are parts of the game that feel unfinished; like the developers planned to include 

something, and ran out of time.  For a game that’s original release date was pushed back a month, one 

would think these sort of things would be well taken care of.  As much as I loved the game, it has many 

minor setbacks that can prove to distract or annoy a serious gamer.  And while the glitches and 



grievances may prove irksome, anyone who’s in it for the story or characters can’t get much better than 

Dragon Age: Inquisition.  I give it an 8/10, would play it again (and currently am). 


